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Abstract. Description logics (DLs) and logic programs (LPs) are important rep-
resentation languages for the Semantic Web. In this paper, we address an emerg-
ing problem in such languages, namely, the problem of evaluating ranked top-k
queries. Specifically, we show how to compute the top-k answers in a data-
complexity tractable combination of DLs and LPs under vagueness.

1 Introduction

Description logics (DLs) and logic programs (LPs) are important representation lan-
guages for the Semantic Web. In this paper, we address an emerging issue, namely, the
problem of evaluating ranked top-k queries in a combination of such languages under
vagueness. Under the classical semantics, an answer to a query is a set of tuples that
satisfy a query. The information need of a user, however, very often involves so-called
vague predicates. For instance, in a logic-based e-commerce process, we may ask “find
a car costing around $15000” (see [12]); or in ontology-mediated access to multimedia
information, we may ask “find images about cars, which are similar to a given one”
(see, e.g., [11,19]). Unlike the classical case, tuples now satisfy these queries to a de-
gree (usually in [0, 1]). Therefore, a major problem is that now an answer is a set of
tuples ranked according to their degree. This poses a new challenge when we have to
deal with a huge amount of facts. Indeed, virtually every tuple may satisfy a query with
a non-zero degree, and thus has to be ranked. Of course, computing all these degrees,
ranking them, and then selecting the top-k ones is likely not feasible in practice.

In this work, we address the top-k retrieval problem for a data complexity tractable
combination of DLs and LPs under a many-valued semantics. In our language, at the
extensional level, each fact may have a truth value, while at the intensional level many-
valued DL axioms and LP rules describe the application domain.

2 Preliminaries

The truth space that we consider here is the finite set [0, 1]m = { 0
m , 1

m , . . . , m−1
m , m

m}
(for a natural number m > 0), which is pretty common in fuzzy logic. Throughout the
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ID MODEL TYPE PRICE KM COLOR AIRBAG INTERIOR TYPE AIR COND ENGINE FUEL

455 MAZDA 3 Sedan 12500 10000 Red 0 VelvetSeats 1 Gasoline
34 ALFA 156 Sedan 12000 15000 Black 1 LeatherSeats 0 Diesel

1812 FORD FOCUS StationVagon 11000 16000 Gray 1 LeatherSeats 1 Gasoline

Fig. 1. The car table

ID HOTEL PRICE Single PRICE Double DISTANCE s

1 Verdi 100 120 5Min 0.75
2 Puccini 120 135 10Min 0.5
3 Rossini 80 90 15Min 0.25

Fig. 2. The hotel table

paper, we assume m = 100 in the examples with usual decimal rounding (e.g., 0.375
becomes 0.38, while 0.374 becomes 0.37).

A knowledge base K consists of a facts component F , a DL component O, and an
LP component P , which are all three defined below.

Facts Component. F is a finite set of expressions of the form

〈R(c1, . . . , cn), s〉 ,

where R is an n-ary relation, every ci is a constant, and s is a degree of truth (or
simply score) in [0, 1]m. For each R, we represent the facts 〈R(c1, . . . , cn), s〉 in F
by means of a relational n + 1-ary table TR, containing the records 〈c1, . . . , cn, s〉.
We assume that there cannot be two records 〈c1, . . . , cn, s1〉 and 〈c1, . . . , cn, s2〉 in TR

with s1 �= s2 (if there are, then we remove the one with the lower score). Each table is
sorted in descending order with respect to the scores. For ease, we may omit the score
component and in such cases the value 1 is assumed.

Example 1 ([12]). Suppose we have a car selling site, and we would like to buy a car.
The cars belong to the relation CarTable shown in Fig. 1. Here, the score is implicitly
assumed to be 1 in each record. For instance, the first record corresponds to the fact

〈CarTable(455 , MAZDA3 ,Sedan, 12500 , 10000 , Red , 0 , VelvetSeats, 1 ,Gasoline), 1〉 .

Example 2 ([15,20]). Suppose we have information about hotels and their degree of
closeness to the city center, computed from the walking distance according to some pre-
defined function, and we would like to find a cheap hotel close to the city center. The
hotels belong to the relation CloseHotelTable shown in Fig. 2. The column s indicates
the degree of closeness. For instance, the first record corresponds to the fact

〈CloseHotelTable(1 , Verdi , 100 , 120 , 5Min), 0.75〉 .

Semantically, an interpretation I = 〈Δ, ·I〉 consists of a fixed infinite domain Δ and
an interpretation function ·I that maps every n-ary relation R to a partial function
RI : Δn → [0, 1]m and every constant to an element of Δ such that aI �= bI if a �= b
(unique name assumption). We assume to have one object for each constant, denoting
exactly that object. In other words, we have standard names, and we do not distinguish
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Cars � Vehicles
Trucks � Vehicles
Vans � Vehicles
LuxuryCars � Cars
PassengerCars � Cars
∃1:CarTable � Cars
Sedan � Cars
StationWagon � Cars
∃9:CarTable � Seats
Mazda � CarMake
AlfaRomeo � CarMake
Ford � CarMake

LeatherSeats � Seats
VelvetSeats � Seats
MidSizeCars � PassengerCars
SportyCars � PassengerCars
CompactCars � PassengerCars
Vehicles � ∃1:hasMaker
Vehicles � ∃1:hasPrice
∃1:hasPrice � Vehicles
∃1:hasMaker � Vehicles
∃2:hasMaker � CarMaker
Cars � ∃1:hasKm
∃2:hasFuel � FuelType

Fig. 3. A car selling ontology

between the alphabets of constants and the objects in Δ. Note that, since RI may be a
partial function, some tuples may not have a score. Alternatively, we may assume RI

to be a total function. We use the former formulation to distinguish the case where a
tuple c may be retrieved, even though the score is 0, from the case where a tuple is not
retrieved, since it does not satisfy the query. In particular, if a tuple does not belong to
an extensional relation, then its score is assumed to be undefined, while if RI is total,
then the score of this tuple would be 0.

An interpretation I is a model of (or satisfies) a fact 〈R(c1, . . . , cn), s〉, denoted
I |= 〈R(c1, . . . , cn), s〉, iff RI(c1, . . . , cn) � s whenever RI(c1, . . . , cn) is defined.

DL Component. O is a finite set of axioms having the form

C1 � . . . � Cl � C

(called concept inclusion), where all Ci and C are concept expressions. Informally,
C1�. . .�Cl � C says that if c is an instance of Ci to degree si, then c is an instance of C
to degree at least min(s1, . . . , sl). A concept expression is either an atomic concept A
or of the form ∃i :R, where R is an n-ary relation and i ∈{1, . . . , n}. Informally, ∃i :R
is the projection of R on the i-th column. These concepts are inspired by the description
logic DLR-Lite [2], a LogSpace data complexity family of DL languages, but still with
good representation capabilities.

We recall that despite the simplicity of its language, the DL component is able to
capture the main notions (though not all, obviously) to represent structured knowledge.
In particular, the axioms allow us to specify subsumption, concept A1 is subsumed by
concept A2, using A1 � A2; typing, using ∃i :R � A (the i-th column of R is of
type A); and participation constraints, using A � ∃i :R (all instance of A occur in the
projection of R on the i-th column).

Example 3. Consider again Example 1. An excerpt of the domain ontology is des-
cribed in Fig. 3 and partially encodes the web directory behind the car selling site
www.autos.com. For instance, the axiom

Vehicles � ∃1:hasPrice

dictates that each vehicle has a price.

../../../../../Research/Articoli/Approximate%20Reasoning/SUM07/SUM07/www.autos.com
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Semantically, an interpretation I = 〈Δ, ·I〉 maps every atom A to a partial function
AI : Δ → [0, 1]m. In the following, c denotes an n-tuple of constants, and c[i] denotes
the i-th component of c. Then, ·I has to satisfy, for all c ∈ Δ:

(∃i :R)I(c) = sup
c′∈Δn, c′[i]=c, RI(c′) is defined

RI(c′) .

Then, I |= C1 � . . . � Cl �C iff, for all c ∈Δ, min(C1
I(c), . . . , Cl

I(c)) � CI(c)
whenever all Ci

I(c) are defined.

LP Component. P is a finite set of vague rules of the form (an example of a rule is
shown in Example 4 below.)

R(x)← ∃y.f(R1(z1), . . . , Rl(zl), p1(z′
1), . . . , ph(z′

h)) ,

where

1. R is an n-ary relation, every Ri is an ni-ary relation,
2. x are the distinguished variables;
3. y are existentially quantified variables called the non-distinguished variables;
4. zi, z

′
j are tuples of constants or variables in x or y;

5. pj is an nj-ary fuzzy predicate assigning to each nj-ary tuple cj a score pj(cj) ∈
[0, 1]m. Such predicates are called expensive predicates in [3] as the score is not
pre-computed off-line, but is computed on query execution. We require that an n-
ary fuzzy predicate p is safe, that is, there is not an m-ary fuzzy predicate p′ such
that m < n and p = p′. Informally, all parameters are needed in the definition of p;

6. f is a scoring function f : ([0, 1]m)l+h → [0, 1]m, which combines the scores
of the l relations Ri(c′i) and the n fuzzy predicates pj(c′′j ) into an overall score
to be assigned to the rule head R(c). We assume that f is monotone, that is,
for each v, v′ ∈ ([0, 1]m)l+h such that v � v′, it holds f(v) � f(v′), where
(v1, . . . , vl+h) � (v′1, . . . , v′l+h) iff vi � v′i for all i. We also assume that the
computational cost of f and all fuzzy predicates pi is bounded by a constant.

We call R(x) the head and ∃y.f(R1(z1), . . . , Rl(zl), p1(z′
1), . . . , ph(z′

h)) the body
of the rule. We assume that relations occurring in O may appear in rules in P and that
relations occurring in F do not occur in the head of rules and axioms (so, we do not
allow that the fact relations occurring in F can be redefined by P or O). As usual in
deductive databases, the relations in F are called extensional relations, while the others
are intensional relations.

Example 4. Consider again Example 2. The following rule may be used to retrieve a
cheap single room in a hotel close to the city center:

q(x1, x2) ← CloseHotelTable(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) · cheap(x3) ,

where

cheap(price) = max(0, 1 − price
250

) .

In the rule, cheap is a fuzzy predicate that computes the degree of cheapness of a given
price. The overall score to be assigned to the retrieved hotels 〈c1, c2〉 is computed as
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the product (which is here the scoring function) of the degree of the closeness of a hotel
(that is, the score of CloseHotelTable(c1, c2, c3, c4, c5)) and the degree of cheapness of
it (cheap(c3)). Clearly, the product is a monotone score combination function. We will
see that the instances of q(x1, x2) together with their score will be

ID HOTEL s

1 Verdi 0.45
2 Puccini 0.26
3 Rossini 0.17 .

Semantically, an interpretation I is a model of a rule r of the form R(x)← ∃y.φ(x, y),
where φ(x, y)=∃y.f(R1(z1), . . . , Rl(zl), p1(z′

1), . . . , ph(z′
h)), denoted I |= r, iff

for all c ∈Δn such that RI(c) is defined, the following holds (where φI(c, c′) is ob-
tained from φ(c, c′) by replacing every Ri by RI

i and every constant c by cI ):

RI(c) � sup
c′∈Δ×···×Δ, φI(c, c′) is defined

φI(c, c′) .

We say I is a model of a knowledge base K, denoted I |= K, iff I is a model of each
expression E ∈ F ∪O∪P . We say K entails R(c) to degree s, denoted K |= 〈R(c), s〉,
iff for each model I of K, it is true that RI(c)� s whenever RI(c) is defined. The
greatest lower bound of R(c) relative to K is glb(K, R(c)) = sup{s | K |= 〈R(c), s〉}.

Example 5. The table in Example 4 reports the greatest lower bound of the instances
of q(x1, x2). In particular, glb(K, q(1 ,Verdi)) = 0.45.

Example 6. Consider again Example 3. Now, suppose that in buying a car, preferably
we would like to pay around $12000 and the car should have less than 15000 km. Of
course, our constraints on price and kilometers are not crisp as we may still accept
to some degree, e.g., a car’s cost of $12200 and with 16000 km. Hence, these con-
straints are rather vague. We model this by means of so-called left-shoulder functions
(see Fig. 4 for some typical fuzzy membership functions), which is a well known fuzzy
membership function in fuzzy set theory. We may model the vague constraint on the
cost with ls(x; 10000, 14000) dictating that we are definitely satisfied if the price is less
than $10000, but can pay up to $14000 to a lesser degree of satisfaction. Similarly, we
may model the vague constraint on the kilometers with ls(x; 13000, 17000).1 We also
set some preference (weights) on these two vague constraints, say the weight 0.7 to
the price constraint and 0.3 to the kilometers constraint, indicating that we give more
priority to the price rather than to the car’s kilometers. The rules encoding the above
conditions are represented in Fig. 5. Rule (1) in Fig. 5 encodes the preference on the
price. Here, ls(p; 10000, 14000) is the function that given a price p returns the degree
of truth provided by the left-shoulder function ls( · ; 10000, 14000) evaluated on the in-
put p. Similarly, for rule (2). Rule (3) encodes the combination of the preferences by
taking into account the weight given to each preference. The table below reports the
instances of Buy(x, p, k) together with their greatest lower bound.

1 Recall that in our setting, all fuzzy membership functions provide a truth value in [0, 1]m.
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0
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0

1

x ba
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x ba
0
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x

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a) Trapezoidal function trz (x;a, b, c, d), (b) triangular function tri(x; a, b, c), (c) left
shoulder function ls(x;a, b), and (d) right shoulder function rs(x;a, b)

Pref1 (x, p) ← min(Cars(x), hasPrice(x, p), ls(p; 10000, 14000)) ; (1)
Pref2 (x, k) ← min(Cars(x), hasKM (x, k), ls(k; 13000, 17000)) ; (2)
Buy(x, p, k) ← 0.7 · Pref1 (x, p) + 0.3 · Pref2 (x, k) . (3)

Fig. 5. The car buying rules

ID PRICE KM s

455 12500 10000 0.56
34 12000 15000 0.50
1812 11000 16000 0.60 .

The basic inference problem that we are interested in here is the top-k retrieval problem,
which is formulated as follows.

Top-k Retrieval. Given a knowledge base K, retrieve k tuples 〈c, s〉 that instantiate
the query relation R with maximal scores (if k such tuples exist), and rank them in
decreasing order relative to the score s, denoted

ansk(K, R) = Topk{〈c, s〉 | s = glb(K, R(c))} .

Example 7. It can be verified that the answer to the top-2 problem for Example 6 is

ID PRICE KM s

1812 11000 16000 0.60
455 12500 10000 0.56 .

Whereas for Example 5 the answer to the top-2 problem is

ID HOTEL s

1 Verdi 0.45
2 Puccini 0.26 .

3 Top-k Query Answering for Deterministic KBs

We next provide a top-down top-k query answering algorithm.
We say that K is deterministic if for each relation symbol R there is at most one

axiom or rule in K having R in its head. Given K, we first note that we can remove the O
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component by transforming axioms into rules. Indeed, can rewrite C1 � . . . � Cl � C
as σC ← min(σC1 , . . . , σCl

), where

σC =
{

A(x) if C = A
R(x1, . . . , xi−1, x, xi+1, . . . , xn) if C = ∃i :R ,

and A is an atomic concept name. So, without loss of generality, we assume that O is
empty. Obviously, we may also use a more expressive O component in which we con-
sider axioms of the form f(C1, . . . , Cl) � C instead, where f is a score combination
function. The translation (and so semantics) would be σC ← f(σC1 , . . . , σCl

).
Concerning the computation of the top-k answers, of course, we always have the

possibility to compute all answers, to rank them afterwards, and to select the top-k ones
only. However, this requires computing the scores of all answers. We would like to
avoid this in cases in which the extensional database is large and potentially too many
tuples would satisfy the query.

A distinguishing feature of our query answering procedure is that we do not deter-
mine all answers, but collect, during the computation, answers incrementally together
and we can stop as soon as we have gathered k answers above a computed threshold.

Overall, we build a procedure on top of current technology for top-k retrieval in
databases, specifically on RankSQL [9]. In the database we store the facts and new
derived facts and use RankSQL to retrieve incrementally new tuples. On top of it, we
have a reasoning module, which deals with the rules of the KB.

The presentation of our algorithm proceeds as follows. We first present a top-k an-
swering procedure for deterministic KBs. Then we address the more general case of
non-deterministic KBs as well. In the following, given an intensional relation Q, we
denote by rQ the set of all rules r : Q(x) ← φ ∈ P (that is, the set of all rules
r in P having Q in their head). Given r : Q(x) ← φ ∈ P , we denote by s(Q, r)
the set of all sons of Q relative to r (that is, the set of all intensional relation sym-
bols occurring in φ). We denote by p(Q) the set of all parents of Q, that is, the set
p(Q) = {Ri : Q ∈ s(Ri, r)} (that is, the set of all relation symbols directly depending
on Q).

The procedure TopAnswers is detailed in Fig. 6. We assume that facts are stored into
database tables, as specified in the facts component description. We also use some auxil-
iary functions and data structures: (i) for each intensional relation P , rankedList(P ) is
a database relation containing the current top-ranked instances of P together with their
score. For each P , the tuples 〈c, s〉 in rankedList(P ) are ranked in decreasing order
with respect to the score s. We do not allow 〈c, s〉 and 〈c, s′〉 to occur in rankedList(P )
with s �= s′ (if so, then we remove the tuple with the lower score); (ii) the variable
dg collects the relation symbols that the query relation Q depends on2; (iii) the array
variable exp traces the rule bodies that have been “expanded” (the relation symbols oc-
curring in the rule body are put into the active list); (iv) the variable in keeps track of
the relation symbols that have been put into the active list so far due to an expansion (to
avoid, to put the same relation symbol multiple times in the active list due to rule body
expansion); (v) δ is a threshold with the property that if we have retrieved k tuples for Q

2 Given a rule, the relation in the head directly depends on the relations in the body. Depends on
is the transitive closure of the relation “directly depends on” with respect to a set of rules.
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Procedure TopAnswers(K, Q, k)
Input: KB K, intensional query relation symbol Q, k � 1;
Output: Mapping rankedList such that rankedList(Q) contains top-k answers of Q
Init: δ = 1, for all rules r : P (x) ← φ in P do

if P intensional then rankedList(P ) = ∅;
if P extensional then rankedList(P ) = TP endfor

1. loop
2. Active := {Q}, dg := {Q}, in := ∅,

for all rules r : P (x) ← φ do exp(P, r) = false;
3. while Active �= ∅ do
4. select P ∈ A where r : P (x) ← φ, Active := Active \ {P}, dg := dg ∪ s(P, r);
5. 〈t, s〉 := getNextTuple(P, r)
6. if 〈t, s〉 �= NULL then insert 〈t, s〉 into rankedList(P ),

Active := Active ∪ (p(P ) ∩ dg);
7. if not exp(P, r) then exp(P, r) = true ,

Active := Active ∪ (s(P, r) \ in), in := in ∪ s(p, r);
endwhile

8. Update threshold δ;
9. until rankedList(Q) does contain k top-ranked tuples with score above δ

or rL′ = rankedList ;
10. return top-k ranked tuples in rankedList(Q);

Procedure getNextTuple(P, r)
Input: intensional relation symbol P and rule r : P (x) ← ∃y.f(R1(z1), . . . , Rn(zl)) ∈ P;
Output: Next tuple satisfying the body of the r together with the score

loop
1. Generate next new instance tuple 〈t, s〉 of P,

using tuples in rankedList(Ri) and RankSQL
2. if there is no 〈t, s′〉 ∈ rankedList(P, r) with s � s′ then exit loop

until no new valid join tuple can be generated
3. return 〈t, s〉 if it exists else return NULL

Fig. 6. The top-k query answering procedure

with the score above δ, then we can stop, as it is guaranteed that any new tuple being
an instance of Q has a score below δ. The threshold δ is determined by the RankSQL
system and is described in more detail in [3,6].

Overall, the procedure works as follows. Assume, we are interested in determining
the top-k answers of Q(x). We start with putting the relation symbol Q in the active
list of relation symbols Active. At each iteration step, we select a new relation sym-
bol P from the queue Active and get a new tuple (getNexTuple(P, r)) satisfying the
rule body r whose head contains P with respect to the answers gathered so far. If the
evaluation leads to a new answer for P (〈t, s〉 �= NULL), we update the current an-
swer set rankedList(P ) and add all relations Pj directly depending on p to the queue
Active. At some point, the active list will become empty and we have actually found
correct answers of Q(x). A threshold will be used to determine when we can stop
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retrieving tuples. Indeed, the threshold determines when any newly retrieved tuple for
Q scores lower than the current top-k, and thus cannot modify the top-k ranking (step
9). So, step 1 loops until we do not have k answers above the threshold, or two succes-
sive loops do not modify the current set of answers (step 9). Step 2 initializes the active
list of relations. Step 3 loops until no relation symbol has to be processed anymore. In
step 4, we select a relation symbol to be processed. In step 5, we retrieve the next answer
for P . If a new answer has been retrieved (step 6, 〈t, s〉 �= NULL), then we update the
current answer set rankedList(P ) and add all relations Pj that directly depend on P to
the queue Active. In step 7, we put once all intensional relation symbols appearing in
the rule body of P in the active list for further processing.

Finally, the getNextTuple procedure’s (see Fig. 6) main purpose is, given a relation
symbol P and a rule r : P (x) ← φ, to get back the next tuple (and its score) satisfying
the conditions of the rule r. It essentially converts r into a RankSQL query to be sub-
mitted to the database engine (the translation is pretty standard) and returns the next top
ranked unseen tuple.

Example 8. For instance, consider

Buy(x, p, k) ← 0.7 · Pref1 (x, p) + 0.3 · Pref2 (x, k)

as described in Example 6. Step 2 of the getNextTuple procedure can be implemented
as the RankSQL query

SELECT p1.id, p1.price, p2.km
FROM rankedList(Pref1) p1, rankedList(Pref2) p2
WHERE p1.id = p2.id AND (exclude already processed tuples for rule r)
ORDER BY 0.7*p1.s + 0.3*p2.s
NEXT 1

The NEXT k statement allows incrementally to access to the next k tuples of the query
(see the iMPro algorithm in [3]). We also use the condition “exclude already processed
tuples for rule r” to guarantee that we do not join tuples twice for the rule r. This can be
implemented using additional flags in rankedList(Prefi). Afterwards, we can proceed
with the other steps of the getNextTuple procedure.

For more details on RankSQL, the interested reader may refer to [9,8]. Using Rank-
SQL [9] has a further advantage as it directly provides us the threshold δ (see [3,6]) to
be used to stop the computation.

Example 9. Assume that we have the following query rule

Q(x) ← min(R1(x, y), R2(y, z)) ,

where Q is the query relation, and R1 and R2 are extensional relations with tables as
described in Fig. 7, left side. A top-2 retrieval computation is reported in Fig. 7, right
side. In this case, the threshold δ is computed as (see [6])

δ1 = t⊥
1 .score · t�

2 .score

δ2 = t�
1 .score · t⊥

2 .score

δ = max(δ1, δ2) ,
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ID R1 R2

1 a b 1.0 m h 0.95
2 c d 0.9 m j 0.85
3 e f 0.8 f k 0.75
4 l m 0.7 m n 0.65
5 o p 0.6 p q 0.55
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

TopAnswers
It. Active P Δr rankedList(P ) δ

1. Q Q 〈e, k, 0.75〉 〈e, k, 0.75〉 0.8
2. Q Q 〈l, h, 0.7〉 〈e, k, 0.75〉, 〈l, h, 0.7〉 0.75
3. Q Q 〈l, j, 0.7〉 〈e, k, 0.75〉, 〈l, h, 0.7〉, 〈l, j, 0.7〉 0.75

4. Q Q 〈l, n, 0.65〉 〈e, k, 0.75〉, 〈l, h, 0.7〉,
〈l, j, 0.7〉, 〈l, n, 0.65〉 0.7

Fig. 7. Facts and computation of Example 9

TopAnswers
It. Active P Δr rankedList(P ) δ

1. Q Q 〈1,Verdi , 0.45〉 〈1, Verdi , 0.45〉 −
2. Q Q 〈2,Puccini , 0.26〉 〈1, Verdi , 0.45〉, 〈2, Puccini , 0.26〉 0.25

Fig. 8. Facts and computation of Example 10

where t⊥i is the last tuple seen in Ri, while t�i is the top ranked one in Ri. With ti.score
we indicate the tuple’s score.

The first call of getNextTuple(Q) finds the tuple 〈e, k, 0.75〉. In the second call,
we get 〈l, h, 0.7〉. In the third call, we get 〈l, j, 0.7〉. Finally, in the fourth call, we re-
trieve 〈l, n, 0.65〉. As now rankedList(Q) contains two answers not smaller than the
threshold 0.7, RankSQL will stop in providing new tuples in the getNextTuple proce-
dure, and we return {〈e, k, 0.75〉, 〈l, h, 0.7〉}. Note that no additional retrieved answer
may have a score above 0.7. Indeed, the next one would be 〈o, q, 0.55〉. Hence, in this
case, not all tuples are processed.

Example 10. Consider Example 4 and the query

q(x1, x2) ← CloseHotelTable(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) · cheap(x3) .

The top-2 computation is shown in Fig. 8. After the second iteration, RankSQL stops
(see [3]) in providing new tuples in the getNextTuple as we have already two tuples
for q above the threshold, and RankSQL also knows that any successively retrieved
tuple have a score below 0.25 · 1.0 = 0.25 (1.0 is assumed as the highest possible score
for the degree of cheapness of the price for the single room in hotel Rossini). Of course,
in the worst case, RankSQL has to sequentially scan the whole table as we may not
know in advance how the fuzzy predicate cheap evaluates on the tuples. In fact, the tuple
with the lowest degree of closeness may end up with the highest degree of cheapness.

Let us briefly discuss the computational complexity. Let K be a KB. As we have seen,
the O component can be translated into P , and thus O = ∅ can be assumed. Let DQ

be the set of relation symbols that depend on the query relation symbol Q. Of course,
only relation symbols in DQ may appear in Active . Let ground(F ∪ P) denote the
grounding of the logic program F ∪ P . For a rule ri of the form Ri(x)← ∃y.φi(x, y),
let ki be the arity of the body of the rule r, and let k be the maximal arity for all rules
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in P . Let pi be of arity ni, and let n be the maximal arity of relation symbols. Therefore,
the number of ground instances of this rule is bounded by |HU |ki , and thus is bounded
by |HU |k, where HU is the Herbrand universe of F ∪ P . Similarly, the number of
ground instance of Ri is bounded by |HU |ni , and thus is bounded by |HU |n. Let ci be
the cost of evaluating the score of the rule body of ri.

Now, observe that any tuple’s score is increasing as it enters in rankedList . Hence,
the truth of any ground instance of relation symbol Ri is increasing as Ri enters in
the Active list (step 6), except it enters due to step 7, which may happen one time
only. Therefore, each Ri will appear in Active at most O(|HU |ni · m + 1) times,3 as a
relation symbol is only re-entered into Active if a ground instance of Ri(x) evaluates
to an increased value, plus the additional entry due to step 7. As a consequence, the
worst-case complexity is

O(
∑

Ri∈DQ

ci · (|HU |ni · m + 1)) .

If for ease we assume that the cost ci is O(1) and that m is a fixed parameter (that is,
a constant), then we get a worst-case complexity of

O(|ground(F ∪ P)|) ,

and so TopAnswer is exponential with respect to |F ∪ P| (combined complexity), but
polynomial in |F| (data complexity), and so is as for classical Datalog. The complexity
result is not surprising as we resemble a top-down query answering procedure for Data-
log. We have the following termination and correctness result (termination is guaranteed
by the finiteness of [0, 1]m and the monotonicity of the score combination functions).

Theorem 1. Let K be a deterministic KB, and let Q be a query. Then, TopAnswers(K,
Q, k) terminates with TopAnswers(K, Q, k)= ansk(K, Q).

4 Top-k Query Answering for General KBs

Our top-k retrieval algorithm is based on the fact that whenever we find k tuples with
score above the threshold we can stop. Unfortunately, if R is in the head of more than
one rule, this is no longer true, and we have to modify slightly the computation of the
threshold. Note that since interpretations involve partial functions, e.g., R(x) ← R1(x)
and R(x) ← R2(x) are not the same as Q(x) ← max(R1(x), R2(x)) (in the latter
case, x has to belong to both R1 and R2, while in the former case, it suffices that x
belongs either to R1 or to R2).4

To accommodate the case where not always |rR| � 1, we have to make the following
modifications to the TopAnswer procedure as shown in Fig. 9. Essentially, we process
all rules related to a selected relation symbol P (step 4.1), and the threshold is updated
according to step 8, where each δr, for r ∈ rQ, is the threshold determined by RankSQL

3 We recall that m is the parameter in [0, 1]m.
4 If for an application we may live with Q(x) ← max(R1(x),R2(x)), then this guarantees that

we may restrict our attention to deterministic KBs.
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Procedure TopAnswersGen(K, Q, k)
Input: KB K, intensional query relation Q, k � 1;
Output: Mapping rankedList such that rankedList(Q) contains top-k answers of Q
Init: δ = 1, ∀r ∈ rQ.δr = 1, for all rules r : P (x) ← φ in P do

if P intensional then rankedList(P ) = ∅;
if P extensional then rankedList(P ) = TP endfor

1. loop
2. Active := {Q}, dg := {Q}, in := ∅,

for all rules r : P (x) ← φ do exp(P, r) = false;
3. while Active �= ∅ do
4. select P ∈ A, Active := Active \ {P};
4.1 for all r : P (x) ← φ ∈ P , dg := dg ∪ s(P, r);
5. 〈t, s〉 := getNextTuple(P, r)
6. if 〈t, s〉 �= NULL then insert 〈t, s〉 into rankedList(P ),

Active := Active ∪ (p(P ) ∩ dg);
7. if not exp(P, r) then exp(P, r) = true ,

Active := Active ∪ (s(P, r) \ in), in := in ∪ s(p, r);
endfor

endwhile
8. Update threshold as δ = maxr∈rQ δr;
9. until rankedList(Q) does contain k top-ranked tuples with score above δ

or rL′ = rankedList ;
10. return top-k ranked tuples in rankedList(Q);

Fig. 9. The top-k query answering procedure for general KBs

as for the deterministic case. Here, we have to use max, since a tuple instantiating the
query relation Q may be derived for some of the rules in rQ. The following example
illustrates the basic principle behind the TopAnswersGen procedure.

Example 11. Consider the rules

r1 : Q(x) ← R1(x) ;
r2 : Q(x) ← P (x) ;
r3 : P (x) ← R2(x)

and facts in Fig. 10, left side. The top-2 computation is shown in Fig. 10, right side.
After step 5, we can stop, since we already have two answers with a score above the

threshold 0.4, and we do not need to continue anymore. Note that any successively
retrieved answer, e.g., 〈e, 0.3〉 has a score below the threshold 0.4.

The complexity is as for the deterministic case, and we have the following termination
and correctness result.

Theorem 2. Let K be a general KB, and let Q be a query. Then, TopAnswersGen(K,
Q, k) terminates with TopAnswersGen(K, Q, k)= ansk(K, Q).
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R1

ID s

a 0.5
b 0.4
e 0.3
f 0.1

R2

ID s

c 0.7
d 0.2
g 0.1
h 0.05

TopAnswers
It . Active P Δr rankedList(P ) δ δr1 δr2

1. Q Q 〈a, 0.5〉 〈a, 0.5〉 1.0 0.5 1.0
2. P P 〈c, 0.7〉 〈c, 0.7〉 − − −
3. Q Q 〈b, 0.4〉 〈a, 0.5〉, 〈b, 0.4〉 1.0 0.4 1.0

Q Q 〈c, 0.7〉 〈c, 0.7〉, 〈a, 0.5〉, 〈b, 0.4〉 0.7 0.4 0.7
4. P P 〈d, 0.2〉 〈c, 0.7〉, 〈d, 0.2〉 − − −
5. Q Q 〈d, 0.2〉 〈c, 0.7〉, 〈a, 0.5〉, 〈b, 0.4〉, 〈d, 0.2〉 0.4 0.4 0.2

Fig. 10. Facts and computation of Example 11

5 Related Work

While there are many works addressing the top-k problem for vague queries in
databases (cf. [1,3,5,4,6,7,9,8,10]), little is known for the corresponding problem in
knowledge representation and reasoning. For instance, [21] considers non-recursive
fuzzy logic programs in which the score combination function is a function of the score
of the atoms in the body only (no expensive fuzzy predicates are allowed). The work
[16] considers non-recursive fuzzy logic programs as well, though the score combina-
tion function may consider expensive fuzzy predicates. However, a score combination
function is allowed in the query rule only. We point out that in the case of non-recursive
rules and/or axioms, we may rely on a query rewriting mechanism, which, given an
initial query, rewrites it, using rules and/or axioms of the KB, into a set of new queries
until no new query rule can be derived (this phase may require exponential time relative
to the size of the KB). The obtained queries may then be submitted directly to a top-k
retrieval database engine. The answers to each query are then merged using the disjunc-
tive threshold algorithm given in [16]. The works [17,15] address the top-k retrieval
problem for the description logic DL-Lite only, though recursion is allowed among the
axioms. Again, the score combination function may consider expensive fuzzy predi-
cates. However, a score combination function is allowed in the query only. The work
[19] shows an application of top-k retrieval to the case of multimedia information re-
trieval by relying on a fuzzy variant of DLR-Lite. Finally, [18] addresses the top-k
retrieval for general (recursive) fuzzy LPs, though no expensive fuzzy predicates are
allowed. Closest to our work is clearly [18]. In fact, our work extends [18] by allowing
expensive fuzzy predicates, which have the effect that the threshold mechanism de-
signed in [18] does not work anymore. Furthermore, in this paper, we made an effort to
plug-in current top-k database technology, while [18] does not and provides an ad-hoc
solution. Though we have not yet performed experimental evaluations, we hope that
this choice, beside allowing a more expressive language, will provide better efficiency.

6 Summary and Outlook

The top-k retrieval problem is an important problem in logic-based languages for the
Semantic Web. We have addressed this issue for a combination of a fuzzy DL and LP.
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An implementation of our algorithm is under development, by relying on RankSQL.
Other main topics for future work include: (i) Can we apply similar ideas to more ex-
pressive DLs and/or non-monotonic LPs? (ii) How can we approach the top-k problem
under a probabilistic setting, or more generally under uncertainty, possibly relying on
emerging top-k retrieval systems for uncertain database management [13,14]?
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dation (DFG) under the Heisenberg Programme. We thank the reviewers for their con-
structive and useful comments, which helped to improve this work.
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